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Description

This invention relates to a method of recovering zinc from a zinc sulphide material, particularly a zinc sulphide ore concentrate.

More than 50 percent of the world's zinc is produced electrically by roasting zinc sulphide ore concentrates to yield zinc oxide calcine, which is subsequently leached in a sulphuric acid medium and subjected to electrolysis after extensive electrolyte purification giving a pure zinc cathode as product. The overall process is referred to the Roast Leach Electrolyte (RLE) process or just simply the electrolytic zinc process (EZ). If the electricity used for EZ is thermally generated, then the total energy consumption is comparable to that of the well established thermal zinc technology (referred to as the Imperial Smelting Process (ISP)).

The major drawback with the electrolytic process is related to the disposal of the iron residues, jasperite or goethite. Invariably these residues contain toxic metals in the form of soluble salts which, over a period of time, can leach out and contaminate ground water, giving rise to very serious environmental concern. In this respect, ISP holds an advantage over EZ since most of the residues produced are contained in a discard slag which, although containing heavy metals, these are in insoluble forms so that the slag can be stored outside without the risk of surface water contamination.

Both EZ and ISP begin with oxidation of the zinc sulphide minerals in air or at best in moderately oxygen enriched air, producing sulphur dioxide gas along with vast amounts of residual nitrogen. With modern technology, using for example double contact sulphuric acid manufacture, the effluent can be exhausted to the atmosphere with very low SO\textsubscript{2} or acid mist levels.

It has also been proposed in GB-A-2048309 to recover zinc from a zinc sulphide concentrate by circulating molten copper sulphide matte in a closed loop path serially through a feed station, an oxidising station and a zinc recovery station; heating the matte to maintain it in a molten state; introducing the zinc sulphide ore into the molten matte at the feed station; introducing oxygen into the matte at the oxidising station; and recovering zinc at the zinc recovery station. In such a process, the molten copper sulphide matte is maintained in a molten state by means of an oxy-fuel burner which is preferably located between the zinc recovery station and the oxidising station and which serves to heat the surface of the matte from which slag has been removed. The oxygen is blown on to the surface of the matte at the oxidising station so as to react with the copper sulphide in the matte to produce copper metal and sulphur dioxide. The sulphur dioxide is removed and passed together with other gaseous products and un consumed gaseous reactants to an acid plant for recovery of sulphuric acid. Molten copper is passed from the oxidising station to the zinc recovery station in an amount which exceeds the stoichiometric quantity of metallic copper required for extracting the zinc. Within the zinc recovery station, the metallic copper reacts with the zinc sulphide to produce metallic zinc and copper sulphide. Under the conditions prevailing in the zinc recovery station, the metallic zinc is volatile and is withdrawn by a vacuum pump for collection in a suitable external condenser.

Such a process inherently generates large quantities of gases which require to be effectively scrubbed of sulphur dioxide in the sulphuric acid plant.

The present invention has disclosed in "Simultaneous Recovery of Zinc, Copper and Lead as Metals from Complex Sulphides in a Single Polymetallic Smelting Furnace" (Summary Reports of the R&D Programme Primary Raw Materials (1986-1989) volume III: Mineral Processing, Commission of the European Communities published 15 May 1992) that an experimental pilot plant based on the process of GB-A-2048309 was built at the University of Birmingham to investigate the feasibility of extracting zinc, copper and lead pyrometallurgically without recourse to complicated separation procedures at the ore dressing stage, and that such experimental pilot plant used direct electrical resistance heating of the matte in order to melt it and keep it molten. However, it was made clear that fossil fuel heating would be used commercially, and it was also made clear that the matte is saturated with copper.

EP-A-0266975 discloses the importance of maintaining a protective layer of molten material such as lead below the circulating matte in order to prevent erosion of the refractory hearth floor. The importance of maintaining a pool of molten copper on the refractory hearth floor to prevent erosion is also emphasised in "Towards Polymetallic Sulfide Smelting" by the present inventor. International Symposium on Complex Sulphides, TMS-AIME, San Diego, USA, November 10-13 1985.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved method of recovering zinc from a zinc sulphide material.

According to the present invention, there is provided a method of recovering zinc from a zinc sulphide material comprising the steps of circulating molten copper sulphide matte in a closed loop path serially through a feed station, a zinc recovery station and an oxidising station; heating the matte to maintain it in a molten state; introducing zinc sulphide material into the molten matte at the feed station; contacting the surface of the matte with oxygen (preferably by blowing oxygen onto the surface of the matte) at the oxidising station; and recovering zinc at the zinc recovery station; characterised in that the circulating matte is heated resistively during zinc recovery by passing an electric current directly through over at least part of the closed loop path, and in that the oxygen contacting step is controlled so as to prevent copper metal saturation of the matte in the main matte circuit and thereby prevent separation of a layer of copper at least over that part of the closed loop path which is being resistively heated.
To recover precious metals, it may be advantageous for copper to be produced in a small "cul-de-sac" interconnected with but not part of the main matte circuit.

In such a method, electrical resistance heating of the matte by passing an electric current directly through results in the production of much smaller quantities of gases than the prior art process of GB-A-2048390 involving the use of an oxy-fuel burner to heat the matte. Additionally, exothermic heat generated as a result of the reaction of oxygen with the sulphide to produce sulphur dioxide and to form iron-containing slag is also used effectively to heat the matte directly so that energy consumption can be reduced. The input of electrical energy to the matte circulation merely supplements that already inherently available and, for a full size commercial plant, it can be shown that around 1600 kWh electrical input is required to produce one tonne of zinc from a typical high grade zinc concentrate, whereas current electrolytic plants consume around 4600 kWh per tonne of zinc, thereby providing a very considerable electrical energy advantage.

In the method of the present invention, it is essential to avoid a pool of molten copper or other electrically conductive material in the bottom of the hearth because this can result in short-circuiting which is potentially dangerous and which leads to inadequate heating of the matte itself and excessive power consumption. In the method of the present invention, the activity of copper in the total matte is less than unity. Whilst it is important to prevent an overall generation of metallic copper to an extent which results in saturation and the formation of a pool of copper below those regions of the matte through which heating current is actually being passed, it is possible to permit localised generation of metallic copper above saturation within the oxidising station provided that a pool of copper which is capable of short-circuiting the electrical heating current is not thereby formed. Indeed, it may be advantageous in one part of the circuit positively to arrange for production of elemental copper in order to assist in the recovery of other metal valuates such as silver and/or gold which may be present in the zinc sulphide material. However, such an event, precautions are taken to prevent the molten copper from migrating to the principal region of the closed loop path which is being electrical resistance heated. For example, such precautions may take the form of partitions in the hearth which physically prevent passage of the molten pool of copper which collects under the specified region of matte into the electrically heated region(s) of the matte.

In order to limit unacceptably high electrical energy losses by current flowing through extraneous circuits rather than the matte itself in the method of the present invention, it is preferred to utilise a hearth formed of a shell comprising a multiplicity of mutually electrically insulated metal (e.g. steel) plates which are lined by a relatively thin (e.g. 10 cm thick) brick or cast refractory lining and to effect forced cooling of the steel plates externally so as to keep the freeze line of the matte within the refractory material as close as possible to the hot face of the refractory in contact with the melt. In this way, matte which has penetrated into the brickwork or cast refractory lining is frozen and thereby reduces penetration of matte throughout the whole of the lining. The use of mutually electrically insulated metal plates for the hearth prevents electrical short circuiting to a catastrophic extent in the event that molten conductive matte and or copper reaches the metal shell of the hearth.

In a preferred embodiment, the closed loop path is established between upper and lower hearths with a weir from the upper to the lower hearth, and a pump such as a vacuum lift unit having a vacuum chamber with an inlet leg in the lower hearth and an outlet leg discharging into the upper hearth. In such an arrangement, the vacuum lift unit serves to remove zinc vapour and defines the zinc recovery station.

Most preferably, electrical heating of the matte is effected so as to keep the matte molten and to provide at least 30% of the energy requirements for zinc smelting. Preferably, the matte is subjected to electrical resistance heating by means of electrodes disposed at opposite ends of at least one of the hearths, preferably the lower hearth.

Because substantial expansion and contraction of the hearths can take place during heating, particularly in a design where each hearth is defined by a metal shell lined with a relatively thin refractory layer, it is preferred for the electrodes to comprise graphite or other suitably inert conductive rods or blocks whose upper surfaces have recesses therein in which molten metal, e.g., lead, is contained and for the electrical supply to the electrodes to be effected through terminals, e.g., copper terminals, which are immersed in such molten metal. With such an arrangement, the electrodes can be firmly secured to the respective hearth at opposite ends thereof and can therefore move longitudinally with expansion and contraction of the hearth in which they are fitted.

It is particularly preferred for oxygen to be introduced into the oxidising station in the form of oxygen (e.g. technically pure oxygen, typically 95% pure) rather than in the form of air or oxygen-enriched air. If oxygen is used, then the method of the present invention generates essentially only sulphur dioxide as the main gaseous product and this can be effectively separated from excess oxygen in a sulphuric acid plant in the absence of large quantities of other gases (e.g. nitrogen), the excess oxygen being recycled back to the oxidising station, thereby leading to a zinc smelting process which is substantially free of any gaseous discharge. No other virtually zero gas emission zinc smelting process exists for treating high grade zinc concentrates.

In the St. Joseph electrothermic process, the charge used consists primarily of zinc oxide sinter and coke, which is pre-heated to 750°C before being charged to the top of the furnace. In such a process, heat is generated by the resistance of the solid charge to cur-
rent flow in the furnace. This resistance heating takes place between sets of graphite electrodes inserted through the top and bottom furnace walls. Like all blast furnace processes, high grade metallurgical coke is a pre-requisite and the process does not have the energy advantage of direct sulphide to metal smelting as in the method of the present invention. The energy costs and capital costs per unit of zinc produced are high, and consequently the role of this process for zinc production is diminishing.

The zinc sulphide material which can be used in the method of the present invention can be any zinc sulphide ore concentrate where zinc is the predominant metal valuable present.

An embodiment of the present invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic plan view of a smelter in which the method of the present invention can be performed.

Fig. 2 is a de-gassing unit and condenser for removal and condensation of zinc vapour.

Fig. 3 is a schematic plan view of a slightly modified form of the smelter of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a schematic elevation of a typical electrode used in the smelter of Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 is a detailed view of a typical snorkel leg assembly of the de-gassing unit.

Fig. 6 is a side view showing the hearth construction of the smelter.

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the hearth construction of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 is a section on the line A-A of Fig. 6.

Referring now to Fig 1 of the drawings, the smelter comprises a relatively shallow upper hearth 10, a similarly relatively shallow lower hearth 12, a combined matte cross-over weir and slag separating unit 14 interconnecting the upper and lower hearths at one end of the smelter, and a vacuum de-gassing unit 16 interconnecting the upper and lower hearths 10 and 12 at one end of the smelter for establishing a closed loop circulation path for molten copper sulphide matte and for recovering of zinc. At each end of each of the upper and lower hearths 10 and 12, there is provided a respective graphite electrode assembly 20 whose construction and function will be described hereinafter.

The vacuum-degassing unit 16 has an inlet snorkel leg 22 leading from the lower hearth 12 to a vacuum chamber 24, and an outlet snorkel leg 26 leading from the vacuum chamber 24 to the upper hearth 10. The vacuum chamber 24 is defined by an RH vessel (see Fig. 2) having a main electrical heater 28 therein. The upper part of the vacuum chamber 24 leads to a condenser 30 via a crossover passage 32. The condenser 30 contains liquid lead-cooled condenser surfaces 34 which are maintained, in use, at a temperature greater than the solidification temperature of zinc. The upper part of condenser 30 is connected via a line 35 to a vacuum pump and filters (not shown) to maintain the required reduced pressure therein and in the vacuum chamber 24. Liquid zinc condensate is removed continuously via a barometric leg seal 33 into a bath 37 of molten zinc which is either tapped intermittently or continually overflowed to yield the zinc product.

Each of the inlet and outlet legs 22 and 26 may be fitted with a respective electrical tip heater 36 and a respective electrical leg heater 38. The inlet leg 22 is arranged to be sparged with nitrogen gas via line 40 to reduce the density of matte in the leg 22 and thereby permit it to be drawn into the vacuum chamber 24.

Zinc ore concentrate, possibly pelletised but not necessarily pre-treated in any other way other than being dried, is fed into the matte at a feed station indicated by arrows 42 downstream of the unit 14 into the lower hearth 12 which constitutes a reducing side of the smelter. The matte in the hearth 12 overflows weir 43 and then passes into the unit 16 where zinc is removed as described above. From the unit 16, the zinc sulphide-depleted matte passes into the upper hearth 10 which constitutes an oxidising side of the smelter in that an oxidising station 44 (where oxygen is blown onto the surface of the matte) is provided intermediate the ends of the hearth 10, but preferably closer to the outlet snorkel leg 26 so that the slag formed can be cleaned in-situ by addition of pyrite via line 45 as it floats away on the circulating matte.

In Fig 1, the slag is separated from the matte for disposal via outlet 46 in the unit 14 which is mounted between the hearths 10 and 12 quite independently of the upper and lower hearths 10 and 12. Matte and slag overflow continuously from the hearth 10 into a forward region of the unit 14, with matte then passing under an underflow weir 15 and slag accumulating above the weir 15 so that it is retained long enough for entrained matte droplets to settle out before overflowing via outlet 46 into a slag disposal system (not shown). The slag-free matte then overflows into the lower hearth 12 and begins its passage along this hearth 12 to the overflow weir 43.

In the modified arrangement of Fig 3 (where similar parts to those of Fig 1 are accored the same reference numerals), the unit 14 has its cross-over weir and slag removal functions physically separated in that the matte together with the slag crosses over from hearth 10 into an upstream region of hearth 12 which communicates with the remainder of the hearth 12 by underflow weir 15 for matte. The slag is removed via outlet 46 which is disposed on the opposite side of the hearth 12 to the cross-over from the hearth 10 in order to give the matte and the slag crossing over from the hearth 10 time to separate.

Means 47 are provided downstream of weir 43 for removal of fused gangue slag or solid residues.

The smelter is vented via line 50 to a sulphuric acid plant 52 for removal of sulphur dioxide and water va-
pour, whilst excess oxygen is recycled back to the oxidising station 44.

Referring now to Fig. 4, each electrode assembly 20 comprises a graphite electrode 54 which is immersed in the matte in the respective hearth 10, 12. The graphite electrode 54 includes an upper head region 56 which is disposed above the level of the matte and which may be furnished with an electrical heating element 58 and a recess 60 containing lead 62 maintained in a liquid state by means of the heating element 58. A water-cooled terminal 64 adjustable in height by means of a clamp and height adjustment assembly 66 is immersed in the molten lead 62 to provide an effective electrical connection between an electrical supply busbar (not shown) and the graphite electrode 54. The graphite electrode 54 is clamped by an electrically insulating clamp assembly (not shown) to the respective hearth 10 or 12. Thus, the electrode 54 moves relative to the terminal 64 upon expansion and contraction of the hearth. This movement of the graphite electrode 54 is accommodated for by the above-described arrangement of terminal 64 which dips into the molten lead 62 in the recess 60.

Referring now to Fig. 5, the inlet leg 22 of the vacuum degassing unit 16 is shown in greater detail. The upper part 22a of the leg 22 is formed integrally with the lower part of the vacuum chamber 24 out of an RH hearth refractory material. The lower part 22b of the leg 22 is fitted with a nitrogen-cooled jacket 70, and a stainless steel sparger 74 for introducing gaseous nitrogen into the leg 22 from line 40.

The upper part 22a of the inlet leg 22 is fitted with a water-cooled jacket 76. The upper part of vacuum chamber 24 has a ceramic fibre wall between the steel casing and a refractory cylindrical liner and is fitted with graphite cyclones 78 (only one shown) in addition to the electrical heating element 28 described previously. The cyclones 78 serve to return entrained matte droplets to the molten stream rather than allowing them to be carried over in the gas/vapour stream to the condenser 30.

Referring now to Figs 6 to 8, the upper and lower hearths 10 and 12 are each formed of a shell 80 defined by a multiplicity of preformed heat-resisting steel plate trough sections 82 having flanges 83 which are separated by electrically insulating spacers 84 through which pass fixing bolts which are fitted with insulating collars 85 to isolate the bolts electrically from the trough sections 82. The shell 80 is lined internally with a relatively thin (e.g. 10 cm thick) brick or cast refractory lining 86. The upper and lower hearths (see Fig 1) formed from the trough sections 82 are themselves located within a larger steel furnace enclosure 100 which is force-cooled by fan driven air circulation on its outer surfaces. The upper hearth and the lower hearth trough assemblies are mechanically completely independent of each other so that they are free to expand and contract independently. The outer steel surfaces lose heat by radiation and natural convection to internal surfaces of the overall furnace enclosure. The basal areas lose heat to a fabricated steel base 88 of double wall construction with high velocity cooling air flowing through the small clearance between these walls. The base 86 itself stands on brick plints 89 above a brick-lined safety lining 90 on the floor of the furnace enclosure. By these means, the outer surfaces of the trough sections 82 reach a steady state temperature typically in the range 400 to 650°C so it is absolutely imperative that they are free to expand in all directions. The consequence of the high heat flux which can be sustained at the outer surfaces at those relatively high surface temperatures is that the temperature gradient through the refractory lining 86 is relatively steep and therefore the melt freeze line is located close in towards the high temperature face of the lining. This materially assists in the prevention of matte penetrating the lining 86 and making electrical contact with the steel shell. In the event of some contact being made, however, the whole furnace circuit is not short-circuited because of the isolation electrically of the multiplicity of trough sections 82 involved in the electrical circuit.

It is important to ensure that the overflows leading from the hearth 10 into the unit 14 and from the unit 14 into the hearth 12 are mechanically independent so that free expansion and movement can occur without creating stress on the refractories.

Provision has to be made to restrict oxidising gases to the intermediate top blow region using devices such as nitrogen curtains and local gas exhaust leading to line 50 immediately upstream and downstream of the top blow area at oxidising station 44. This means that the gas atmosphere in the remaining enclosed volume of the furnace is either slightly reducing or neutral and does not pose a serious threat to the integrity of the graphite electrodes 20 used to supply the electrical energy requirements for smelting.

In the lower hearth 12, the matte surface is maintained relatively free of slag or solid gangue residues so that the zinc ore concentrates are readily assimilated into the circulating melt by the provision of the overflow weir 43 over which matte and any associated slag or residues floating on top thereof pass just upstream of the vacuum degassing unit inlet leg 22. The accumulated slag or residue downstream of the weir 43 is periodically or continuously removed via line 47. The matte itself is withdrawn by the inlet leg 22 of the unit 16.

In use, a protective nitrogen gas blanket is provided for the hearths 10 and 12 and vacuum chamber 24. The copper sulphide matte within the hearths 10 and 12 and within the unit 14 is melted and maintained in a molten condition by electrical heating. In the case of the matte within the hearths 10 and 12, electrical heating is direct electrical resistance heating of the matte by passage of a current therethrough via the previously described electrode assemblies 20 to a temperature of about 1270°C which is about 150°C above the liquidus temperature of about 1120°C to ensure fluidity of the melt. Circulation of the matte is effected by means of the vac-
uum de-gassing unit 16 which operates as described previously. The molten matte is free to flow from the upper hearth 10 to the lower hearth 12 under the action of gravity via the unit 14. In this way, a circulation of the matte is maintained at a relatively high rate.

An additional electrode assembly (not shown) may be provided in the hearth 12 to enable supplementary heating of the matte at the centre of the hearth 12.

Whilst the molten matte is circulated in the above-described manner, technically pure oxygen is blown onto the matte in the upper hearth 10 at the oxidising station 44 in order to oxidise the copper sulphide matte to copper. Whilst local saturation with copper of the surface of the melt is achieved and a small amount of copper metal separates out and falls to the area immediately beneath the blow oxygen lances, the bulk stream of flowing matte remains below copper saturation and the thermodynamic activity of copper in the bulk matte is less than unity as a result of the chemical reactions taking place in the vacuum degassing unit 16 in which dissolved copper is effectively stripped from the matte by reaction with dissolved zinc sulphide under very intensive conditions. Thus, by careful adjustment of the amount of oxygen supplied to the top blow region, the amount of liquid copper actually produced can be limited whilst not interfering with the overall zinc production in the vacuum degassing unit. The total oxygen consumed at the gas melt interface is rate controlled by gaseous diffusion. By suitable design of the top blowing region in terms of number of lances and their blowing intensity, the total amount of oxygen absorbed into the melt is under the control of the process operator. Once absorbed into the surface of the melt, the oxygen is consumed either by iron sulphide oxidation to produce an iron-containing slag, by oxidation of zinc sulphide which diffuses to the surface or by the conversion reactions involved in oxidising cuprous sulphide to copper. If a vast excess of oxygen is supplied, then clearly a large amount of copper would be produced, much of which would settle out as liquid copper. On the other hand if the supply of oxygen is restricted to just slightly more than the stoichiometric amount required to satisfy the iron sulphide slugging reaction and the overall zinc producing reaction ZnS + O₂ → Zn + SO₂, then the amount of liquid copper which separates out to form a pool on the base of the hearth will itself be very limited. The actual steady-state thermodynamic activity of copper in various parts of the melt circulation circuit is then determined principally by a complex interaction of the various rate processes taking place and the melt circulation rate.

Oxidation of the copper sulphide matte is an exothermic process and the exothermic heat thereby produced serves to augment the electrical resistance heating of the matte. Such heat was transferred as a result of circulation of the molten matte to the feed station 42 at which zinc sulphide ore concentrate is added to the matte under any slag layer thereon and is melted in the matte. Thus, it will be appreciated that the material drawn through the inlet leg 22 of the vacuum de-gassing unit 16 also contains dissolved zinc sulphide, dissolved copper and a small amount of dissolved oxygen. When this mixture enters the vacuum chamber 24, chemical reactions take place resulting in zinc vapour and a relatively small amount of sulphur dioxide being removed via cross over passage 32. The zinc vapour is condensed on the condenser surfaces 34, whilst the sulphur dioxide is removed via line 35 to join the principal sulphur dioxide gas stream in line 50 derived from the oxygen top blowing of the matte in the upper hearth 10. The minor amounts of nitrogen which have been introduced via line 40 to promote passage of the molten material into the vacuum chamber 24 and the nitrogen picked up from the nitrogen protective blanket for the hearths are bled off from the excess oxygen stream exhausted from the sulphuric acid plant 52 and recycled to the top blowing region 44. This bleed stream containing oxygen and nitrogen is either returned to the air separation plant to oxygen enrich the air feed or is alternatively discharged to the atmosphere. The matte is then passed to the upper hearth 10 via the outlet leg 26 for recirculation through oxidising station 44. In passing through the vacuum degassing unit 16, there is some depletion in the concentration levels of dissolved zinc sulphide and oxygen in the matte, but it is to be appreciated that, in a closed loop with a large excess of matte circulating compared to the zinc production rate, these concentration changes are relatively minor. Under constant feed conditions, steady state concentration levels are attained in various regions throughout the loop as a result of the individual rate processes taking place.

Further details of the precise techniques used in the pilot plant can be obtained from the above-mentioned publication "Summary Reports of the R & D Programme Primary Raw Materials(1986 to 1989) Volume III: Mineral Processing", the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

Claims

1. A method of recovering zinc from a zinc sulphide material comprising the steps of circulating molten copper sulphide matte in a closed loop path serially through a feed station (42), a zinc recovery station (16) and an oxidising station (44); heating the matte to maintain it in a molten state; introducing zinc sulphide material into the molten matte at the feed station (42); contacting the surface of the matte with oxygen at the oxidising station (44); and recovering zinc at the zinc recovery station (16) characterized in that (a) the circulating matte is heated resistively during zinc recovery by passing an electric current directly therethrough over at least part of the closed loop path, and wherein (b) the oxygen contacting step is controlled so as to prevent copper metal saturation of the matte in the main matte circuit and
thereby prevent separation of a layer of copper at least over that part of the closed loop path which is being resistively heated.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the surface of the matte is contacted with oxygen by blowing oxygen onto the surface of the matte.

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the matte is circulated through at least one hearth (10, 12) formed of a shell (80) comprising a multiplicity of mutually electrically insulated metal plates (82) which are lined by a brick or cast refractory material (66) and wherein forced cooling of the metal plates (82) is effected externally so as to keep the freeze line of the matte within the refractory material (86).

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the matte is circulated through a pair of hearths (10 and 12), each hearth (10, 12) being formed of a multiplicity of the mutually electrically insulated metal plates (82), the hearths (10, 12) being mechanically separated from each other so as to allow them to expand and contract independently.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the hearths (10 and 12) are force cooled and are contained in a furnace enclosure (100) which itself is force cooled.

6. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the closed loop path is established between upper and lower hearths (10 and 12) with a weir (14) from the upper hearth (10) to the lower hearth (12), and a pump in the form of a vacuum lift unit (16) having a vacuum chamber (24) with an inlet leg (22) in the lower hearth (12) and an outlet leg (26) discharging into the upper hearth (10), the vacuum lift unit (16) serving to remove zinc vapour and defining the zinc recovery station.

7. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the electrical heating of the matte is such as to provide at least 30% of the energy requirement for zinc smelting.

8. A method as claimed in claim 4, wherein said heating of the matte is by electrical resistance heating by means of electrodes (20) disposed at opposite ends of at least one of said hearths (10 and 12).

9. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the oxygen used in the contacting step is essentially the only gas introduced at the contacting station whereby essentially only sulphur dioxide is generated as the main gaseous product.

10. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, including the steps of removing excess oxygen and the sulphur dioxide, separating the sulphur dioxide from the excess oxygen by converting the sulphur dioxide to sulphuric acid, and recycling the excess oxygen back to the oxidising station.

11. A method as claimed in claim 3, 4 or 5, wherein the resistive heating of the matte is effected using electrodes (54) which extend into the matte and which are fixed relative to the metal plates (82), and wherein respective electrical supply terminals (64) for the electrodes (54) extend into molten metal (62) in recesses (60) in the electrodes (54) whereby to permit movement of the electrodes (54) resulting from expansion and contraction of the metal plates (82) whilst continuing to maintain the electrical connection between each terminal (64) and the respective electrode (54).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Rückgewinnung von Zink aus Zinksulfidmaterial, mit den Schritten: Umwälzen eines geschmolzenen Kupfersulfidgemisches in einem geschlossenen Kreislauf nacheinander durch eine Beschickungsstation (42) eine Zinkrückgewinnungstation (16) und eine Oxidationsstation (44); Erhitzen des Sulfidgemisches, um es im geschmolzenen Zustand zu halten; Einleiten von Zinksulfidmaterial in das geschmolzene Sulfidgemisch an der Beschickungsstation (42); Inkontaktkommen der Sulfidgemischoberfläche mit Sauerstoff an der Oxidationsstation (44); und Rückgewinnung von Zink an der Zinkrückgewinnungstation (16): dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß (a) das zirkulernde Sulfidgemisch während der Zinkrückgewinnung mittels Widerstandsheizung erhitzt wird, indem zumindest in einem Teil des geschlossenen Kreislaufs ein elektrischer Strom direkt hindurchgeleitet wird, und daß (b) der Sauerstoffkontaktschritts so gesteuert wird, daß eine Sättigung des Sulfidgemisches mit metallischem Kupfer im Hauptkreislauf des Sulfidgemisches verhindert und damit die Abtrennung einer Kupferschicht zumindest in dem Teil des geschlossenen Kreislaufs verhindert wird, der mittels Widerstandsheizung erhitzt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Oberfläche des Sulfidgemisches durch Blasen von Sauerstoff auf die Sulfidgemischoberfläche mit Sauerstoff in Kontakt gebracht wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Sulfidgemisch durch mindestens einen Herd (10, 12) umgewälzt wird, der von einem Mantel (80) mit mehreren elektrisch gegeneinander isolierten Me-
talplatten (82) gebildet wird, die mit feuerfesten Ziegeln oder gegossenem feuerfestem Material (86) ausgekleidet sind, und wobei die Metallplatten (82) von außen zwangsgekühlt werden, um die Erstarrungskurve des Sulfdigemischs innerhalb des feuerfesten Materials (86) einzuhalten.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Sulfdigemisch durch zwei Herde (10 und 12) umgewälzt wird, wobei jeder Herd (10, 12) von mehreren elektrisch gegeneinander isolierten Metallplatten (82) gebildet wird, wobei die Herde (10, 12) mechanisch voneinander getrennt sind, so daß sie sich unabhängig voneinander ausdehnen und zusammenziehen können.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Herde (10 und 12) zwangsgekühlt werden und in einer Ofen­einhausung (100) enthalten sind, die selbst zwangsgekühlt wird.

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei der geschlossene Kreislauf zwischen einem oberen und einem unteren Herd (10 und 12) hergestellt wird, mit einem Überlauf (14) vom oberen Herd (10) zum unteren Herd (12) und einer Pumpe in Form einer Vakuum­saug­- bzw.­hubeinheit (16), die eine Vakuum­kammer (24) mit einem Einlaß­schenkeln (22) im unteren Herd (12) und einem in den oberen Herd (10) mündenden Auslaß­schenkeln (28) aufweist, wobei die Vakuum­saugeinheit (16) zum Absaugen von Zinkdumpf dient und die Zinkrückgewinnungsstation definiert.

7. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei das elektrische Erhitzen des Sulfdigemischs so ausgeführt wird, daß es mindestens 30% des Energiebedarfs für das Schmelzen von Zink liefert.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Erhitzen des Sulfdigemischs durch elektrischen Widerstand mit Hilfe von Elektroden (20) ausgeführt wird, die an ge­gen­über­liegenden Enden mindestens eines der Herde (10 und 12) angeordnet sind.


10. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, das die folgenden Schritte einschließt: Entfernen des überschüssigen Sauerstoffs und des Schwefeldioxids, Abtrennen des Schwefeldioxids von dem überschüssigen Sauerstoff durch Umwan­

deln des Schwefeldioxids in Schwefelsäure, und Zurückschließen des überschüssigen Sauerstoffs zur Oxidationsstabilisation.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3. 4 oder 5, wobei das Erhitzen des Sulfdigemischs mittels Widerstandsheizung an einem Elektroden (54) erfolgt, die in das Sulfdigemisch hineinragen und be­züglich der Metallplatten (82) fixiert sind, und wobei die entsprechenden elektrischen Stromanschlüsse (64) für die Elektroden (54) in Aussparungen (60) in den Elektroden (54) in geschmolzenes Metall (62) hineinragen, um dadurch eine durch Ausdehnung und Zusammenziehen der Metallplatten (82) entstehende Bewegung der Elektroden zuzu­lassen und dabei die elektrische Verbindung zwischen je­dem Anschluß (64) und der entsprechenden Elektrode (54) aufrechtzuerhalten.

Revidierungen

1. Procédé pour récupérer du zinc à partir d’un matériau à base de sulfure de zinc qui comprend les étapes consistant à faire circuler une matrice fondue de sulfure de cuivre sur un chemin en circuit fermée et en série à travers une station d'alimentation (42), un poste de récupération de zinc (16) et une station d'oxydation (44); à chauffer la matrice pour la maintenir dans un état de fusion; à introduire du matériau à base de sulfure de zinc dans la matrice en fusion au niveau de la station d'alimentation (42); à mettre la surface de la matrice en contact avec de l'oxygène au niveau de la station d'oxydation (44); et à récupérer du zinc au poste de récupération de zinc (16), procédé qui est caractérisé en ce que (a) la matrice en circulation est chauffée par résistance durant la récupération de zinc en faisant passer un courant électrique directement à travers celle-ci sur au moins une partie du chemin en circuit fermé, et en ce que (b) l'étape de la mise en contact avec l'oxygène est contrôlée de manière à empêcher la saturation de la matrice en cuivre métallique dans le circuit principal de matrice et d'empêcher de ce fait la séparation d'une couche de cuivre sur au moins cette partie du chemin en circuit fermé qui est chauffée par résistance.

2. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel la surface de la matrice est mise en contact avec de l'oxygène en soufflant de l'oxygène sur la surface de la matrice.

3. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel on fait circuler la matrice à travers au moins un foyer (10, 12) formé par une coquille (80) comprenant une multitude de plaques métalliques (82) isolées électriquement l'une par rapport
à l'autre et doublées par une brique ou un matériau réfractaire moulé (86) et dans lequel le refroidissement forcé des plaques métalliques (82) est effectué à l'extérieur de manière à garder la ligne de solidification de la matte à l'intérieur du matériau réfractaire (86).

4. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, dans lequel on fait circuler la matte à travers une paire de foyers (10 et 12), chaque foyer (10, 12) étant formé par une multitude de plaques métalliques (82) isolées électriquement l'une par rapport à l'autre, les foyers (10, 12) étant séparés mécaniquement l'un de l'autre de manière à leur permettre de se dilater et de se contracter indépendamment.

5. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4, dans lequel les foyers (10 et 12) sont soumis à un refroidissement forcé et sont contenus dans une enceinte de four (100) qui est soumise elle-même à un refroidissement forcé.

6. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans une quelconque revendication qui précède, dans lequel le chemin en circuit formé est établi entre un foyer supérieur et inférieur (10 et 12) avec un barrage (14) du foyer supérieur (10) au foyer inférieur (12), ainsi qu'avec une pompe sous forme d'une unité élévatrice sous vide (16) comprenant une chambre à vide (24) avec une jambe d'entrée (22) dans le foyer inférieur (12) et une jambe de sortie (26) déchargeant dans le foyer supérieur (10), l'unité élévatrice sous vide (16) servant à enlever la vapeur de zinc et à délimiter le poste de récupération de zinc.

7. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans une quelconque revendication qui précède, dans lequel le chauffage électrique de la matte est tel qu'il fournit au moins 30% du besoin en énergie pour la fusion du zinc.

8. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit chauffage de la matte se fait par chauffage par résistance électrique au moyen d'électrodes (20) aménagées aux extrémités opposées d'au moins un desdits foyers (10 et 12).

9. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans une quelconque revendication qui précède, dans lequel l'oxygène employé dans l'étape de mise en contact est en substance le seul gaz introduit au niveau de la station de mise en contact à la suite de quoi c'est essentiellement seulement du dioxyde de soufre qui est généré comme produit gazeux principal.

10. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans une quelconque revendication qui précède, comportant les étapes d'élimination de l'oxygène excédentaire et du dioxyde de soufre, de séparation du dioxyde de soufre de l'oxygène excédentaire en convertissant le dioxyde de soufre en acide sulfurique, et de recyclage de l'oxygène excédentaire en retour vers la station d'oxydation.

11. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 3, 4 ou 5, dans lequel le chauffage par résistance de la matte est effectué en utilisant des électrodes (54) qui s'étendent dans la matte et qui sont fixés par rapport aux plaques métalliques (82), et dans lequel des terminaux respectifs d'approvisionnement en électricité (64) pour les électrodes (54) s'étendent dans le métal en fusion (62) dans des évidements (60) dans les électrodes (54), de manière à permettre le mouvement des électrodes (54) résultant de l'expansion et de la contraction des plaques métalliques (82) tout en continuant à maintenir le raccordement électrique entre chaque terminal (64) et l'électrode respective (54).